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We propose the recognition method of bridge soldering base metal on the circuits by

comparing CAD figure and input image of image processing to locate the soldering iron

tip accurately to secure the high quality Firstly, three dimensional CAD assembly

drawing of circuits which are assembled perpendicularly in each other is projected on an

imaginary two dimensional screen which is vertical to the optical axis of the camera The

projected image is used as the standard CAD figure to inspect the location of the bridge

soldering base metal. The positions among the bridge soldering base metals show the line

state. So this line (connecting line) is used as the reference line to inspect the location

of the bridge soldering base metal. The characteristics of the standard figure are

represented by the connecting line, edge line and center points of base metal. Secondly,
the position and gradient of connecting line among bridge soldering base metals in the

input image is estimated. And the position of base metal and assembly accuracy of circuit

units are calculated by comparing the shape and position of each base metal with its

standard figure based on the connecting line Furthermore, the length between the

opposite edges of the base metals are calculated to inspect the positions and the assemble

accuracy of circuit units

1. INTRODUCTION

In the case of a soldering process, the positions of circuit units which are assembled perpendicularly to each other

should be estimated accurately to increase the quality of soldering il
] Image processing is used to inspect the

soldering position in two dimensions. But image processing is not used to recognize positions of assembled circuit

units in three dimensions. Three dimensional CAD information (3D CAD) are used to recognize the sort, position

and direction of assemble circuit units in the intelligent robot system, but it is not used to inspect the bridge soldering

base metals which are assembled perpendicularly in each other.

So, we propose the recognition method of the location of bridge soldering base metal by comparing CAD figure

and input image by image processing
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2. STANDARD FIGURE BY CAD

The 3D CAD informations, that is, vertexes and planes in the DXF file!'] are used to make a standard figure for

the bridge soldering base metal as follows.
(1) A virtual space showed in Fig. 1 is set in the computers. The coordinate system of the virtual space is

defined as (I}(,IY,IZ) , and IZ is defined as the axis which is passed though the focus of camera. The coordinate

system of an input image of the image processing is defined as U,j).

(2) 3D CAD figure is rotated and moved in the virtual space. The axis (IX) is fixed to the connecting line of

bridge soldering base metal and the origin of the coordinate system (IX,IY,IZ) is fixed to the center of the

connecting line. And rotated 3D CAD figure is mapped on the imaginary screen which is vertical to the optical axis

of the camera and whose position is put as (O,O,SC). So, 3D CAD figurer,] is transformed into the two dimensional

figure (2D figure) which is seen from the position (O,O,D) of camera.

0) The transformed 2D figure is defined as the standard figure (Fig. 2 ) . The circuit units in the standard figure
are defined as P, (1=1,2) and base metals in the standard figure are defined CPR,s (s=1,2,'" ,NRI). CHis, CLls

(CLXis,CLYIs) and CRls (CRXi"CRYls) are defined as the height, the left edge and the right edge of the base metal

And the center of base metal PSis (PSXis,PSYI,,) is determined by CLis and CRls by the equation (1).

PSXis = (CLXis + CRXis) /2

IY
IImginary Screen

PSY's = (CLYls + CRY/,) 12 (1)

IY

CH?11

(JIJ.s

CHZs \(Lls

IX

Fig. 1 Location of 3D CAD figure and

imaginary screen

Fig. 2 Standard figure on imaginary screen

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF INPUT IMAGE

3.1 Connecting Line

The connecting line is estimated from the input image of the bridge soldering base metal The connecting line in

the input image is showed as a thick line. The coordinates of the upper and lower sides of the connecting line are

estimated by input image. Their coordinates ofj axis at the point a on ; axis are defined as UJa and Dia. And the

center coordinate (Ma) of connecting line at the point a on ; axis is calculated by the equation (2).
Ma=(UJa+DJa)12 (2)

The equation of the connecting line is estimated from the point (a,Ma) by the linear regression method as the

equation 0).

0)

3.2 Center of Base Metal

The base metal in the input image is showed as PR,s (s=1,2,'" ,NNi) . The center of the base metal is estimated

from the edge of base metal of the input image
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3.2.1 Recognition of Soldering Base Metal Based on Connecting Line and Noise Elimination

( I) A line which crosses the connecting line vertically is given by the equation (4) at the point

connecting line.

(il,/I) on the

i=iI -ao (/:M (4)

For the base metals (PRIs) in the upper side of the connecting line, the point Cii, .i/) is satisfied the equation

(4) and!/ $..1.10. And the number (NSls(iI» of points which satisfy S(ii,.i/) =255 is calculated by the equation
(5) using the binary image (S (ii, .i/) ) I;!.

NS (i) ={Th: num~er of .~~ints I.. j!~jo. }
1.< 1 whIch satISfy S(1l,1})=255 ll=ll-aO(J;) (5) (1,,,)oJ

j(j)=aJ+bo

For the base metal in the lower side of the connecting

line, the number (NS2s (iI» is calculated by the equation
(6)

. _{The number of points I jo~jj }
NSzs(ll) - which satisfy S(ii,j;)=255 ii=il-ao(jj) ( 6 )

d~CJ CJ
'" '~'j r~ C) [J

, ,

(2) The base metal is determined in the input image by (0.0) ,f-----------~'---,'-------+-~
: : to

comparing NSfs (iI) and TS showed in Fig. 3 Where, the : :

limited value is defined as TS 1 n n :n: n '
CD If NSfs (h) ;?; TS, the line passes though the base metals. TS ---!------1----I---+---1--\---I----+-----'

@IfNSls(iJ)<TS,thelinedoesnotpassethoughthebase __L-I_.--J\~,-I_-,\---,I_--'.L~---1.1__-,-\-----'_--;>

metal, and S (ii, .i/) is put as O.

Fig 3 Range of soldering base metal and

noise elimination

3.2.2 Edge of Base Metal
The edge of base metal (PRl,) is estimated by comparing NSl, (iI)

and TS. The left edge (RO,) is calculated by the equation (7)

showed in Fig. 4 In the same method, the right edge (DOs) is

calculated by the equation (8). And the coordinates of ROs and DOs on

the connecting line are defined as ROs (JRIf,,/RJfs) and DOs

(JDlis,JDJls) .

NSfs (ROs-I) < TS ~ NSfs (ROs) (7)

NSfs (DOs) ;?; TS > NSfs (DO,+ I ) (8)

PR

P~j=aoi+b

RCls (b)

Fig. 4 Edge of base metal

3.2.3 Center of Base Metal on Connecting Line

The center (PLO, (PMlis,PMJls» of the base metal on connecting line is estimated using the coordinates of

the left and right edge by the equation (9). And the average coordinate (ACo (CIo,CJo» of the all centers (PLOs)

is calculated by the equation (I 0) .

PMIfs= (JRIls+IDJi,) /2 PMJf,= (IRJf,+IDJ/,) /2 (9)
2 NRI

CIO=L..L..PMIls / (NR1+NRz)
f=lp=1

2 NRI

CJO=L..L..PMJ1s / (NR1+NRZ)
1=lp=1

(10)

3.2.4 Center of Base Metal

A vertically line which passes though the point PLOs and crosses the connecting line vertically is estimated. The

upper and lower edges of base metal are searched on the vertically line. And the upper and lower edges of base

metals are defined as CUls (CUIrs,CU]ls) and CDls (CDIls,CD]!,). And the middle point of them is defined as the
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center of base metals. The center of base metal is defined as PCrs (PClis,PCJ/s) .

Fig. 5 Center of soldering base metal

4. INSPECTION OF LOCATION OF BASE METAL

The assembled angle and the gap between bridge soldering base metals which are assembled perpendicularly to

each other are influenced to the connecting line that is recognized by comparing the standard figure with the input

image. So the standard figure is adjusted to the size and direction for the input image

4.1 Adjusting Standard Figure to Input Image

The standard figure is varied the size and the direction to coincide the input image.

4.1.1 Size of Standard Figure

The center of the standard figure should be adjusted to the centers POs which is estimated by the input image.

The view point Do is estimated as follows.

(1) The distance (d (POs,POs'» between centers of base metals on the PI and Pz in the input image is

calculated by the equation (11).
dCPCts'pCls') = ~r(-p-M/-l-S--P-M/-ls-')-2+~(P-UJ-ls---P-MJ-ls,-)2 /=1,2 , S=1,2"",NRI (11)

(2) The center of the base metal on the standard figure is defined as PSIs (PS.XtS,PSY/I) . This center (PSis) is

corresponded to PCrs of the input image. And the distance (DD (PS/S,PS/I'» between centers of base metal on the
standard figure is calculated by the equation (12).

DDCPSls'pSls') = ~ (PSXts - PSXts' )2+(PSYls - PSYls' )2 /= 1,2 , S= 1,2,'" ,NRI ( 12)

(3) The distance ratio (Re) of the standard figure and the input image is calculated by the equation (13). The

average of all combinations is calculated to improve the accuracy. And the position Do of the camera is calculated by

the equation (14) using the distance ratio Re.

RC={r:' EdCPcts,PCI.<') / DDCPSI.<,PSIS1)j / NR](NRr-1) (13)
S'-1 So-I
S'*s

+{~: ~dCPC2<'PC2s') / DDCPS2<,PSU)} / NR2(NRz-1)
S'*s

SC
Do=-

]-Rc
(14)

4.1.2 Direction of Standard Figure

The center of base metal on connecting line of standard figure is defined as PSis (PSXIs,PSYIs). This center

(PSis) is corresponded to one (PLOs) of the input image And the point of average (ADo (DXo,DY.,» is

calculated by the equation (15) from all centers (PSis (PSXls,PSYls) ). The Angle (8z ) between the connecting
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(15)
2 NR,

DYo=L:L:PSYis / (NR, +NR2)
1~lp=1

hne (the equation (3» and axis i IS calculated by the equation (I 6). And the standard figure is rotated fJz to

overlap the input image at the point ADo (DX"DYo) .
2 NR,

DXo=L.J.::,PSXis / (lvl?,+NR2)
1=lp=1

(I6)

4.2 Inspection of Assemble Accuracy

The standard figure is compared with the input image to inspect the assemble accuracy and judge the quality of

the bridge soldering base metals. And the position of iron tip and soldering motion of a robot are determined using

these results.

4.2.1 Assemble Quality of Soldering Base Metals

The quality of an article is judged by the assemble accuracy. The reference points of the input image and the

standard figure are defined ACo (Clo,CJo) and ADo (DX"DYo) which are the position of average by all centers of

base metals on the input image and the standard figure. The maximum gap (MD) between the center on the

connecting line of standard figure (PSis) and input image (PLO,) is calculated by the equation (17).
MD=max(LLts}

~1~~NRI (17)

where LLls=~ (PMlts -PSXts+(Clo -DXo»)2+(PMlls -PSYts+(C!o _DYO»)2

(1) If MD ~ R, this circuit unit is good conditions and continue the follow process.

(2) If MD > R, this circuit unit is defective and the unit is not performed the soldering process.

Where, R is defined as a permitted limit.

using the

and P2 is

(I S)
NR,

ACJ/=L:PMf/s / NR/
s=1

4.2.2 Gap Between Two Circuit Units
The positions ARO (ACh,ACJIs) and ADCI (ADXI,,ADYls) (1=1,2) of average are caiculated by (IS)

center (PLOs,PSi,) of base metals. And the gap between the assembled positions of circuit units PI

estimated using these positions.
NR,

AClt=L,PMIts / NR/
s=1

NR,

ADJ{z=L:=PSX,s / NR/
s=1

NR,

ADYt=L:PSY/s / NRi
s=1

The gap (GU) between two circuit units is calculated by the equation (19) using the average positions

GU= V(ADXts+ADX2r)2+(ADYts+ADY2r)2 (19)

4.2.3 Assembled Angle Between Two Circuit Units
( 1) Center of upper edge

The center PFls (PFIIsPFJIS) of the upper edge of base metals (PRIs) is estimated in Fig. 6 as follows

(a) The two lines which crosses the connecting line vertically and passes through the point on the left edge

(PRCII) or the right edge (PDCL') are estimated. And the searching area is defined as the area which is between

these lines.

(b) The point (it,jt) is defined as a point which exists between PRCls and PDCIs on the connecting line. And

the line which crosses the connecting line vertically and passes though the point UI,jt). The upper edge (F7:h,) of

the base metal is estimated by the equation (20),

FTJ/s(il)=maxv value IS(ij) =255, H';;::;h+Wl, i=i1 -aoV-h)} (20)

FTIIs (it) is defined as i value which is corresponded to FT.Jls (it) . In Fig. 6 , the average value of (F77h

(it) ,FTJlsUI» is caiculated, and the center PFi,(PF,sPFJL,) of upper edge is calculated by the equation (21).
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PDh.

PFlts= i,£:;'~Ils(il) / (PDIJs - PRhs+1)

PDJJ.,

PFJ1S=i,"!;J:,TJ1s(il) / (PDJL<-PRJ1s+1) (2I)

\ :,.j Searching ~ea
I I

I I /"PF\s
Binary Image

PRC\ j aoi+bo
I I PDC\s

PSC\s PC\s
i

Fig. 6 Distance between center of upper edge and connecting line

(c) The center PFlS (PFhsPFJlS) of the base metal (PRl') is calculated by the same method.
(2) Estimation of Assembled Angle of circuit units

The distance (His) between the center of upper edge and connecting line is calculated by the equation (22)

using the length and width (a,{3) of I pixel The distance (V,) which is corresponded His at the 3D CAD figure is

estimated. And The assembled angle (eo) between two circuit units (PI,P2) is calculated by the equation (23)

showed in Fig. 7 .

lao'a'PHls -P'PFJls+bo !

HIs=

va~+l

NR, NR,

eo=Lels / NR 1 + Leis / NR2
s=1 s=1

(22)

z

: 8
0

I ,

:,~

y

5. SOLDERING PROCESS

Fig 7 Assembled angle

The position and motion of soldering are estimated by the gap and the assembled angle between two circuit

units based on the connecting line.

5.1 Position of Soldering Iron Tip
The position SDs (SDXs,SDY,) of soldering iron tip is determined as the middle point of center of upper (pell)

and lower (pe2s) base metals, and SDs (SDXs,SDY,) is calculated by the equation (24).

SDJ«=(PCh<+PCh,<) / 2 SDY.<=(PCJts+PCJ2s) / 2 (24)

5.2 Motion of Soldering

The rotation angle of soldering iron tip is modified to contact the tip and bridge soldering base metals using

assembled angle between two circuit units. So the rotation angle Me of soldering iron tip is calculated by the
equation (25) using the assembled angle eo and the angle W of soldering iron tip showed in Fig. 8 .

Me=eo-TfJ (25)
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6. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8 The rotation angle of soldering iron tip

We propose the recognition method of bridge soldering base metal by comparing CAD and input image of image

processing. Firstly, the 3D CAD information is transformed into 2D standard figure. Secondly, the input image is

represented by the connecting line, center and edge of base metal. Thirdly, the gap and the assembled angle between

two circuit units based on the connecting line are recognized by comparing the standard figure with the input image.

Finally, The robot system with the proposed method is developed to solder accurately.
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